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Abstract 
Layton, W., Optimal difference schemes for 2-D transport problems, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 45 (1993) 337-341. 
An optimality condition which addresses “solution quality” is proposed for difference schemes approximating 
transport problems in 2-D. It is shown that the optimal positive type schemes are particularly simple. These 
schemes are constructed, and one reasonable way to combine them with second-order schemes is exhibited. 
Keywords: Convection-diffusion; modified equation; grid-orientation effects. 
1. Introduction 
Numerical oscillations, grid-orientation effects and excessive crosswind smearings of fronts 
are a major source of computational difficulties in the numerical solution of multidimensional 
convection-diffusion problems. Oscillations are typically eliminated by using a positive type 
stencil (which then must have at most first-order accuracy [5]). The latter two effects are related 
to “solution quality” and can be profitably studied using simple calculations with the “modified 
equation” associated with the difference stencil [3]. The normal upwind method is oscillation- 
free, yet produces a solution of such low quality that many alternative schemes have been 
proposed, see [2-41 for some examples surveyed. In this note, we consider a nine-point box 
stencil, formulate a simple optimality condition, which addresses the issue of solution quality, 
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and show that the resulting optimal positive type schemes are particularly simple five-point 
schemes. The entire family is constructed. There is even one four-point scheme in the family. 
2. Principal axes of diffusion and optimal schemes 
Consider the model problem: seek u = u(x, y) satisfying 
L 
L,u := -•E Au + au, + bu, =f(x, y), (x, y) E (0, 1) x (0, l), 
u =g, on a(O, 1) X (0, l), (24 
a > 0, b > 0, a >b, 0 <E -K O(1). 
This is discretized by a nine-point box finite-difference operator on a uniform mesh Lr. We 
begin by considering the reduced case. Lh, can be represented by the 3 X 3 matrix 
[ 
-anw -a, -ane 
h-r -a W aP -a, -Lh 0, 
-%w -as -ax I 
or by the usual difference molecule [l]. The following lemma from [3] summarizes a Taylor 
expansion of Lh, to O(h2> terms. 
Lemma 2.1. Lh, is consistent with Lo provided 
a, = a, + a, + a, + a, + ane + aSW + ase + unW, 
a, - a, + ane f ase -a, - anw = -a, 
a, - a, + une - ase - aSW + anw = -b. 
Provided Lh, is consistent with Lo, for smooth functions u(x, y), 
Lh,u(x, y) = L,u( x, y) - +h{Au,, + 2Bu,, + Cu,,} + 0(h2), 
where 
A = a, + a, + une + aSW + ase + anw, 
B = ane + aSW - ase - anW, 
C = a, + a, + une + uSW + use + anw . 
As presented in [3], the leading order diffusive effects are determined by the operator 
Eu := Au,, + 2Bu,, + Cu,,. When E is_ elliptic_ (B2 G AC), by a rotation of axes through an 
angle oh, E may be rewritten as Eu =Au,, + CuBY, see Fig. 2.1. 
Definition 2.2. Lh, is an optimal, positive type approximation to Lo if 
(1) Lh, is of positive type (ap > 0, all other coefficients 2 0). 
(2) Lh, has the correct principal axes of diffusion (oh = 0). 
(3) Lh, has the minimum possible crosswind diffusion in the class of schemes satisfying (1) 
and (2) (c’ is minimized). 
Using [3, Proposition, p.3381, it is quite easy to characterize optimal schemes in terms of the 
coefficients. 
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Fig. 2.1. 
Proposition s.3. L! is an optimal scheme if the following hold: 
(1) A > C, 
(2) 19h = 8, 
(3) B = min{A, Cl. 
The conditions (2) and (3) are, respectively, equivalent to 
(2’) ab = ane + asw - ase - %w 
a2-b2 a,+a,-a,-a, 
(3’) ase = 0, anw = 0 and either a, = a, = 0 or a, = a, = 0. 
Proof. (l)-(3) are directly from the definition of an optimal scheme and [3, Proposition, p.3381, 
see also [3, Fig. 1, p.3381. (2’) follows from (2) and [3, Eq. (3.2)] and (3’) follows from (3), the 
definitions of A, B and C and the fact that Lh, is positive type. •I 
The previous proposition is striking in that by imposing a simple optimal&y condition the 
stencil must simplify dramatically. A (rather tedious) calculation (which we omit) reveals that 
(1) and (3’) imply also th a t a, = a, = 0. Thus, the optimal stencils when 0 < b < a must be a 
skew, five-point stencil. 
A quick count of constraints reveals that an optimal nine-point box stencil can have at most 
one free parameter. The one-parameter stencil (when 0 < b < a> is given below. 
Proposition 2.4. The unique one-parameter family of optimal stencils, when 0 < b < a, is given by 
L$ := h-‘[ a,u(p) - a,u(e) - a,u(w) - a,,u(ne) - aSWu(sw)] , 
where, for s a real parameter, 
a =s ne 7 a ,=b+s, u,-i(b-G)+s(y), 
a, = 
( 
a-ib-g) +s(q), a,=(a+b-G) +s(2+27). 
Provided s > 0, the scheme Lh, is of positive type. 
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3. Convex combinations with second-order schemes for E > 0 
One usual procedure for E > 0 is to take a convex combination of a first-order, positive type 
scheme with a second-order method and pick the parameter (in this section p> to fulfil a side 
condition. One example is exactness on exponentials [4]. In this section we show one reasonable 
method of doing this combination for the “optimal” stencil Lh,. The only modification of the 
usual procedure is that the second-order discretizations of -E A and (a a/ax + b a/ay) must, 
respectively, include and be restricted to the same points used in the stencil for Lh,. Beginning 
with the discretizations 
U, = h-‘($4(e) - $(w)) + 0(/z*) and 
(ifi, +fi) -grad u = h-‘(+fiu(ne) - +\/2u(sw)) + O(h*), 
an O(h*> accurate discretization of L, can be obtained. This it uses the ne, SW, e and w points 
by 
i”,u(p) := /~-‘[($(a - b)u(e) - (+(a - b))u(w) + @u(ne) - $m(sw)], (34 
if, = au, + bu, + 0(h2>, for smooth u. One reasonable extension to the E > 0 case is to derive 
an O(h*> discretization of -A based upon the same five points: ne, SW, e, w, p, and then 
combine it with it as described next. We now give a slightly different approach. Denote by 
-Ah and At,_., the usual fine-point discrete Laplacian and skew Laplacian respectively. 
Namely, 
and 
-A%(p) = h-*[4u(p) - u(e) - u(w) - u(n) - u(s)] 
-Aik,u(p) = (ah)-*[4u(p) - u(ne) - u(sw) - u(nw) - u(se)] . 
Then form the convex combination A: := t Ah + (1 - t) A!!_. By comparing the stencil for A: 
with ii, the choice t = t(a, b) := (a - b)/(u + b) is natural for 0 G b G a. To summarize we 
have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. Let t = (a - b)/(u + b), for 0 < b < a. 
(i) [-•E A! + i”,] is a second-order accurate nine-point approximation to [-E A + a a/ax + 
b aml. 
(ii) For e/h 2 i<u + b), [-•E A: + Lh,] is ofpositive type. 
(iii) Lets > 0 be ftied. For 0 G p G 1 define Lh, p := PLh, + Cl- p>Lh,, and L$ := C--E A; + L&J 
For E > 0, there is a p = P(E) > 0 such that Lt,B is of positive type for 0 <p <P(E). 
Proof. (1) follows because A: and it were constructed as O(h*> accurate approximations to 
their respective terms in L,. (ii) follows by calculating the stencil of [-•E A: + i”,] and verifying 
the required sign condition. (iii) follows since L”, and Lh, use the same points in their stencil 
and Lh, is of positive type. 0 
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4. Conclusions 
The numerical solution of multidimensional transport problems is of great importance in 
many applications and correspondingly many finite-difference schemes have been proposed. If 
a few simple and physically plausible conditions are sought in such a scheme, there are actually 
very few remaining schemes. These all reduce to five-point difference stencils. The next logical 
extension involves their generalization from linear to nonlinear problems, which is critical to 
determining their ultimate usefulness. 
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